
Microsoft Azure Data Governance and Protection
Optiv enables data governance and protection of your data within Microsoft Azure
As Microsoft expands upon its cloud strategy and more businesses 
migrate to the cloud, organizations are increasingly focused 
on securing their data assets within their Microsoft Azure 
environment - And for good reason. With over 180 million active 
monthly Office 365 business users¹, it’s a primary target for hackers.

As an effective cloud strategy requires inclusion of data governance 
and protection, Optiv’s experts can help securely optimize your 
data governance and protection program within your Azure 
environment to ensure visibility, compliance, quality, and control 
for data that lives on-premise and in the cloud.

Optiv’s Microsoft Azure Data Governance and Protection service offers 
analysis, configuration and enablement services to ensure full data 
visibility security across Azure applications and beyond as this data 
inevitability makes its way to other applications and environments.

How Do We Do It?
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DATA CLASSIFICATION AND 
POLICY DEVELOPMENT

Assess and define to address 
inherent risks

AUTOMATED DATA 
LABELING SUPPORT

Assess and define  
data labeling  

and configuration 

PROTECT ENDPOINT 
DATA SECURITY

Define and integrate 
DLP using MCAS

SERVICE BRIEF

Service Brief | Optiv and Microsoft

IMPROVED SECURITY 
SAFEGUARDS
Reduce risk through proper 
structured and unstructured 
data control

CONTROL AND SECURE 
ENDPOINTS
Secure sensitive data within 
email and other Microsoft 
Office applications

DATA LIFECYCLE PROTECTION
Secure data through 
automated labeling and set 
policies in support of the  
data lifecycle

UNLOCK AZURE OFFERINGS 
VALUE
Enable additional Microsoft 
features and capabilities 
without reducing data 
security 

Business-Aligned Outcomes
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The Optiv Advantage
The Optiv Advantage: Optiv helps businesses 
in every industry connect information security 
policies, procedures and practices with business 
goals. Our security leadership experts, backed by 
our team of consultants, can provide the experience 
you need to take your program to the next level.

EXPERT MINDS
Optiv’s security professionals are dedicated to 
helping you achieve results and realize value. 
Our team of 1,000+ highly skilled client managers 
and security practitioners work hard to deliver 
superior results and cutting-edge research to 
solve your complex, real-world security problems.

LEADING BEST PRACTICES
Our knowledge of leading best practices helps 
Optiv formulate security recommendations 
tailored to meet your specific business objectives.

CLIENT-FIRST CULTURE
Optiv’s passion for security and our commitment 
to quality results means we focus on the right 
solutions to meet your specific needs.

PROVEN METHODOLOGIES
Optiv has developed proven methodologies to 
help ensure superior outcomes for your projects 
and programs.

90
Identity and Data experts

352
Projects in 2019

We deliver Data Governance services to: 

>60%
of the Fortune 500 

Extension of the Microsoft Team with extensive Microsoft 
and Azure capabilities

Why Clients Choose Optiv

>12 years 
Average amount of experience 

70%
of the Fortune 10

Optiv is a security solutions integrator – a “one-stop” trusted partner with a singular focus on cybersecurity. Our end-to-
end cybersecurity capabilities span risk management and transformation, cyber digital transformation, threat management, 
cyber operations, identity and data management, and integration and innovation, helping organizations realize stronger, 
simpler and more cost-efficient cybersecurity programs that support business requirements and outcomes. At Optiv, we are 
leading a completely new approach to cybersecurity that enables clients to innovate their consumption models, integrate 
infrastructure and technology to maximize value, achieve measurable outcomes, and realize complete solutions and 
business alignment. For more information about Optiv, please visit us at www.optiv.com.
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Secure your security.™


